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ABSTRACT

Wakamonokotoba is the language used by young Japanese to communicate with friends. One characteristic of wakamonokotoba is abbreviation. The function of abbreviation is to facilitate the pronunciation of long words, confidentiality, and strengthen the sense of solidarity.

This study is using the qualitative descriptive. The data source is a comic entitled Gals! volume 1. This comic containing wakamonokotoba’s expressions for experiencing the abbreviation. The analysis performed using the identification of wakamonokotoba’s abbreviation, according to the abbreviation tabulation and description of the results.

The results showed that (1) from 35 wakamonokotoba experiencing abbreviation, 17 words classified tanshiki shouryaku, 11 words classified fukushiki shouryaku and 8 words form an exception, (2) on tanshiki shouryaku were found jouryaku, chuuryaku, geryaku, (3) on fukushiki shouryaku were found, fukushiki shouryaku, a compound word made up of two and three words combined, (4) while the form of exemptions, there are 3 patterns were identified, namely toujigo, the same word has two different forms of short word, with different formations before.

The authors suggest for the further research on the topic wakamonokotoba terms of writing or analysis contrastive sakasakotoba Japanese language misfortune. Also it is recommended to use the Japanese native sources who has the ability of the real production in the Japanese language.
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